How does
collaborative
reduction linocut
printmaking work?
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Round one:
1. Everyone starts a plate.
2. Carve into plate a small
amount.
3. Print up tp 25 copies in
light colour.
4. Then pass prints and
e
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plate to next person.
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example:
alex’s print

Between rounds we will deliver prints and plates to each other. We will
either use a central drop off and pick up spot, or we will deliver them to
each others homes, depending on peoples needs and boudaries. I can
deliver prints and plates to people’s homes within a certain geographic
region.
It may take up to 1 week to transfer the prints and plates around, and
this is why it’s important that we all live relatively close to each other.
The area I can reach on bike:

Round two:
1. Once you receive the
plate and print from
round one, carve more on
your friend’s plate.
2. Print overtop of yellow
prints in a darker colour,
up to 25 copies.
3. Pass plate and prints to
next person.

example:
print collab w.
sam & alex

Round three:
1. Carve more
2. Print overtop of orange
print in even darker
colour, up to 25 copies.
3. Pass print along to next
person.

example:
print collab w.
sam, alex, and
vanessa

Round four:
1. Carve more.
2. Print final layer on top of
all other layers, up to 25
copies.

final example:
everyone has
collaborated, alex
started it and
caden finished it

Final Prints:
• Multi colour, yellow, orange, and red layer show through the black layer in areas that are
carved.
• The final prints are distributed among everyone or posted in public spaces.
• Print are in reverse (compared to plates).
• Up to 25 copies each, so we could have up to 100 collaborative prints in total! However, it’s
very normal to make mistakes so you may have as few as 10 copies per plate or 40 in total.
• Everyone has worked on each print.

yellow layer: alex

yellow layer: caden

orange layer: sam

orange layer: alex

red layer: vanessa

red layer: sam

black layer: caden

black layer: vanessa

yellow layer: sam

yellow layer: vanessa

orange layer: vanessa

orange layer: caden

red layer: caden

red layer: alex

black layer: alex

black layer: sam

